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Ink and Honey is the story of a sacred journey through the medieval French countryside with the sisters of
Belle Cœur, a community of radically independent healers, visionaries, mystics and artisans who live by
their wits and their prayers. Goscelin, the dedicated scribe, records her sisterhood’s stories, visions and
prophecies in her community’s journal while surrounded by holy madness, suspicion and the imminent threat
of death at the stake. The sisters guard a life-threatening secret as they navigate spiritual terrain where faith
and creative passion forge the way to labyrinths and cathedrals, hidden rooms and honey drenched hives.
This book is alive with women’s ancient wisdom and spiritual practices to inform our lives today.
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From reader reviews:

Belinda Timmer:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add your
knowledge by the publication entitled Ink and Honey. Try to make book Ink and Honey as your close friend.
It means that it can for being your friend when you really feel alone and beside regarding course make you
smarter than before. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you more confidence because
you can know anything by the book. So , we should make new experience as well as knowledge with this
book.

Patricia Diaz:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to choose book like
comic, limited story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not seeking Ink and Honey that give your
pleasure preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading routine all over the world can be
said as the opportunity for people to know world much better then how they react toward the world. It can't
be stated constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to end up
being success person. So , for all you who want to start reading through as your good habit, it is possible to
pick Ink and Honey become your own personal starter.

Diana Johnson:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information
simpler to share. You can find a lot of sources to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and
soon. You can see that now, a lot of publisher that will print many kinds of book. Often the book that
recommended for your requirements is Ink and Honey this book consist a lot of the information with the
condition of this world now. This specific book was represented just how can the world has grown up. The
words styles that writer require to explain it is easy to understand. The actual writer made some exploration
when he makes this book. Honestly, that is why this book suitable all of you.

Tommy Worm:

Reserve is one of source of knowledge. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students and also
native or citizen want book to know the up-date information of year to help year. As we know those ebooks
have many advantages. Beside we all add our knowledge, could also bring us to around the world. By book
Ink and Honey we can have more advantage. Don't you to be creative people? To become creative person
must like to read a book. Simply choose the best book that acceptable with your aim. Don't always be doubt
to change your life at this time book Ink and Honey. You can more pleasing than now.
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